Toto Rental Guide

pioneering simplicity

Automated turning at your finger tips

Toto Lateral Turning System
Regular manual turning of patients can be intrusive,
particularly during the night and frequently resulting in
disturbed sleep. For clinicians and carers, this can also
be a significant use of resources. The Toto automated
turning system offers an alternative when manual
repositioning is not possible or tolerated by the patient.

Comprising a lifting and turning platform with a
control unit, the Toto system gently moves patients at
regular intervals to assist with patient turning and pressure
injury prevention plans♦.
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Placing Your Toto Rental Order
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Ordering
STEP 1

Contact Frontier Toto Rental Customer Care
team on 0800 912 9954 or
totorental@frontier-group.co.uk

STEP 2

The Customer Care team will ask for details
regarding the order (length of rental period,
delivery details, number of Toto systems
required) and the Frontier Rental Pricing
Agreement number

STEP 3

Provide the PO number

STEP 4

Unique Rental Number (URN) allocated

Toto Rental
Until now, if Toto is the right solution for your your patient,
capital purchase was the only option. Whilst this may
be suitable for patients that require the system for a
prolonged period of time, it doesn’t provide flexibility
for short term use, or where additional systems may
be temporarily required such as to facilitate patient
discharge.

Toto rental now provides a solution to meet all patients’
needs. This service is available nationwide supported
by a network of service centres providing a next day1
delivery service to both hospitals and the community.

Rental Pricing
The pricing structure is designed to accommodate both short term and longer rental periods.

£19.95
PER DAY

Each rental episode is for a minimum of 10 days. If
fewer days are required, 10 days will still be billed at
the prevailing daily rate. A full days rental will
be charged on both the installation and collection
days.

Delivery and Installation

Cleaning & Decontamination

For orders placed before 12pm with a valid purchase
order number, the equipment will be installed the next
working day. An installation report will be completed for
your records.

In order to ensure the equipment is maintained to the
highest standards of infection prevention, cleaning
and decontamination takes place in purpose built
facilities which contains specific zones for clean and
contaminated equipment.

Collection

A certificate of decontamination is provided for each
rental system.

Equipment will be collected within a maximum of two
working days from the requested collection date.

Toto Rental Support

Telephone based technical support is available
24 hours per day, 365 days per year
On-site support is available if problems
cannot be resolved by the helpline
In the event of a breakdown, a service
engineer will respond within six hours of
receiving a service request

24 hour
Support
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1. Financial
How will I be invoiced?

A monthly invoice will be sent consolidating all billable rental
episodes in the month for each ‘live’ URN covered by the
Pricing Agreement.
The invoice will be raised by Frontier and issued to you at the
end of the month to which it relates.
The invoice will include all relevant details to you to reconcile the
billable rental episodes for each URN. This may include, where
appropriate:

What is a ‘URN’?

•

Patient ID

•

Delivery location

•

Person requesting

•

Number of days on hire

•

Daily Rate

•

Total cost for month/per URN record

This is a unique reference number which will be used to identify
each rental episode by a Trust. A new URN will be provided for
each PO raised.

Financial
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2. Rental Ordering Process
Explain the Frontier Rental Pricing
Agreement?

This is an agreement between Frontier and a Trust to enable
the rental of a Toto system. It is not a commitment to order,
but without such an agreement in place, we will be unable to
process a rental request.
Your Frontier Medical Representative will be able to facilitate
this process and once complete, your Trust will be issued with a
unique Rental Agreement number which is to be used for each
rental episode.

I’m interested in renting a Toto system.
How much will it cost?

£19.95
Minimum Rental Period
of 10 days

1.

Each rental is for a minimum of 10 days. If fewer than 10
days rental are required, 10 days will still be billed at the
prevailing daily rate.

2. This will be charged at the initial installation or the system
is being reinstalled for an issue outside any warranty cover.
Where multiple system are rented and delivered to the
same physical location, charges will follow the sliding scale:
£75.00 each (2-5), £65.00 each (6+)
Multiple rentals that are ordered together but delivered to/
installed at multiple locations will be charged for individually
at the single unit price.
3.

Example
If one Toto system was rented for a period of
31 days, the total cost would be 618 excluding
delivery and collection.

This will be charged at collection at the end of the rental
period or if a collection is required for an issue outside any
warranty cover. Where multiple Toto systems are collected
from the same physical location, charges will follow the
sliding scale: £75.00 each (2-5), £65.00 each (6+)
A collection charge will also be levied if a service technician
is called out for any non-warranty reasons following initial
telephone based trouble shooting e.g. the unit is not
plugged in yet a call out is still requested.

Ordering
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My patient is in the community, can I
still rent a Toto system?

Yes, we are able to deliver to both hospitals and patients in
the community.

Is there a minimum rental period?

Yes. Each rental period is for a minimum of 10 days.

How do I place an order to rent a
Toto system?

Our dedicated Toto Rental Customer Care team will be able to
facilitate your order (to be added as a diagram)
STEP 1

Contact Frontier Toto Rental Customer Care team on
0800 912 9954 or
totorental@frontier-group.co.uk

STEP 2

The Customer Care team will ask for details
regarding the order (length of rental period,
delivery details, number of Toto systems required)
and the Frontier Rental Pricing Agreement number

STEP 3

Provide the PO number

STEP 4

Unique Rental Number (URN) allocated

STEP 5

Toto system installed on the agreed date

Will I need to provide a purchase order
number?

Yes. We will be unable to process an order without first
receiving a PO number.

What is a rental episode?

A rental episode includes the installation, collection and any
intra-rental period activity e.g. routine service, breakdown
collection etc.
A list of rental episodes will be logged on a monthly report and
sent to the customer on a monthly basis.

Ordering
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3. Installation
What will happen during the
installation of the Toto system?

Once the Toto system is installed, you will be required to
sign the installation report; a copy will be provided for your
records. This report will include and clearly highlight the
URN for the rental episode which should be quoted when
requesting a cancellation, reporting a breakdown etc.

What Quality Assurance systems do
you have in place?

Comprehensive quality management systems and procedures are
in place that cover all key processes within within our business.
Internal systems and controls are aligned to ISO90001 and
ISO13485 quality management systems to ensure continuity in
the supply of products and services.

What quality standards do the
Service Centres comply to?

All Service Centres are fully equipped with purpose built
decontamination facilities to manage our rental products and
ensure the highest standards in infection prevention, in
accordance with Department of Health NHS Guidelines – HMT01-04.
For example:
•

Specific zones for clean and contaminated equipment, with
non-porous walls, ceilings and floor coverings

•

Separate clean and contaminated sinks with elbow taps,
with colour-coded Personal Protective Equipment in each
zone. Mattress covers and cell systems (where the system
allows) undergo thermal decontamination in state-of-the-art
washer-extractors

•

The decontamination process includes thermal
decontamination, and the use of a specialist cleaning
component Hygienilac which then continues to kill bacteria
for up to 72 hours after the cycle has finished

•

Completely separate areas for contaminated equipment and
clean equipment

A certificate of decontamination will also be provided for each
rental system.

Installation
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4. Servicing & Repairs
What are the opening hours for the
Toto Rental Customer Care team?

The dedicated Customer Care team is available Monday to
Friday 08.30 to 17.00.
Out of hours breakdown or technical support is provided 24
hours a day, 365 days per year.

Can you summarise your response
times?

Toto System Installations
These will be during the next working day for orders received
with a valid PO number before 12pm.
Express installations are available on a case by case basis.
Collections
Products will be collected within a maximum of two working
days from the date and time of the pick-up request.
Breakdowns
A Service Technician will respond within six hours of receiving a
service request.

If my Toto system needs to be returned
e.g. for servicing during a rental period,
will a loan unit be provided?

Yes. If the system needs to be returned for e.g. due to routine
servicing or a fault developing during a rental period, a loan unit
will be provided.

There seems to be a problem with
the Toto system. Who do I contact?

Technical support is provided 24 hours per day, 365 days per
year. In the first instance, please contact our Customer Service
team on 0800 912 9954 choosing the relevant option.
Service Technicians will initially run through a series of trouble
shooting questions. If the issue cannot be resolved over the
phone, a visit to your site will be arranged to explore the issue in
more detail and take appropriate action.
In the event of the system breaking down, a Service Technician
will respond within six hours of receiving a service request.

Servicing & Repairs
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5. Rental Termination
I no longer need to rent the system.
How do I cancel?

To cancel the rental of a Toto system, contact our Customer
Services department in writing - this can be via the Toto Rental
email address (totorental@frontier-group.co.uk).
Rental charges will stop once the cancellation become effective
but a full day’s rental will be charged on the day of collection.
No charges will be levied in the period between the cancellation
date and the collection date.

6. Collection & Returns
Do I need to decontaminate the
system prior to collection?

Yes. Prior to collection, products need to be decontaminated
in accordance with your Trust protocol. These should then
be placed in the bag provided and sealed. A decontamination
certificate should also be included.
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Rental
Termination

Collection
& Returns

Contact Details

Frontier Therapeutics Limited
Frontier Medical Group
Newbridge Road Industrial Estate
Blackwood
Caerphilly
NP12 2YN
United Kingdom
Freephone Number: 0800

912 9954

Email: totorental@frontier-group.co.uk
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1.

For orders placed before 12pm.

2.

Price per day

For more information:
Call +44 (0)1495 235800
Email: info@frontier-group.co.uk
Website: www.frontier-group.co.uk
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